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Paragraph 1: Introduction

Sentence 1:

Hook

A sentence that can be in the
form of a question, statistic,
or startling facts to get the

reader’s attention

Sentence 2:

Extended Hook

A second hook that
connects with the
thesis you wrote

Sentence 3:

Context

Introduce the topic/issue
by giving a definition of
what you think a hero is.

A hero is…
Most believe that a hero is…
It is believed that a hero is…

Thesis

Fill in the prompt
completely

___________________ should be considered a hero,

because _______________________________ and

________________________________________



Paragraph 2 (Body): Evidence & Research

Sentences 1 & 2:

Topic Sentence

IVF
(for one or both

sources)

________________________ is someone who

_____________________________________

Sentence 3:

Evidence #1
From the text

Quote or Paraphrase

According to the text, “_________________ “ (page number).

If there is no page number, write the author or editor's name. If there is
no author, write the page number in the parenthesis.

Sentence 4:

Analysis

(Explain the quote in
your own words)

This proves that….



Sentence 5:

Evidence #2
Research

In the text _______(title), it states, “______________.”

Sentence 6:

Analysis

(Explain the quote in
your own words)

This illustrates that….

Sentence 7:

Restate,
(your main point making

it clearer),
Relate, or

(add a connection to the
writing from another story

or world event)

Reflect
(add a personal meaning
to the writings including
thoughts, feelings, or

emotions)



Paragraph 3 (Body): Evidence & Research

Sentences 1 & 2:

Topic Sentence

IVF
(for one or both

sources)

________________________ is someone who

_____________________________________

Sentence 3:

Evidence #1
From the text

Quote or Paraphrase

According to the text, “_________________ “ (page number).

If there is no page number, write the author or editor's name. If there is
no author, write the page number in the parenthesis.

Sentence 4:

Analysis

(Explain the quote in
your own words)

This proves that….



Sentence 5:

Evidence #2
Research

In the text _______(title), it states, “______________.”

Sentence 6:

Analysis

(Explain the quote in
your own words)

This illustrates that….

Sentence 7:

Restate,
(your main point making

it clearer),
Relate, or

(add a connection to the
writing from another story

or world event)

Reflect
(add a personal meaning
to the writings including
thoughts, feelings, or

emotions)



Paragraph 4: Conclusion

Sentence 1:

Topic Sentence

Summarize the
thesis

Sentence 2:

Summarize the
most important

evidence

Rewrite the one to two most important sentences from
paragraphs 2 and 3.

Sentence 3:

Call to Action
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